ABSTRACT. This paper concerns the existence and uniqueness of extremal analytic discs with prescribed boundary data in a bounded strictly linearly convex domain D in Cn.
Introduction.
In this paper, we always assume that D is a bounded strictly linearly convex domain in Cn (see §1 for definitions). Let U denote the open unit disc in C. An extremal analytic disc / of D is a holomorphic map / from U into D such that the Kobayashi distance of any two points in f(U) is realized by /. Lempert in [6, 7] has proved the existence, uniqueness and boundary regularity of such maps with data given at interior points. Following [7] we shall use the term ".E-mapping" for the "extremal analytic disc." It is also known [6, Proposition 5] that if dD is of class Ck, k > 3, then any E-mapping of D is in Ck~2(U).
Our first result is as follows: THEOERM 1. Suppose that dD is of class Ck, k > 3. Then, for any two distinct points p,q E D, there exists an E-mapping f: U -♦ D with p, q E f(U). Any other E-mapping passing through p, q differs from f by a unique automorphism ofU.
The existence is proved by establishing a uniform \ -Holder estimate for Emappings of D when they are suitably parametrized.
Here, "parametrize" means composing the .E-mapping with an automorphism of U. The uniqueness has already been proved in [7] . In §1 we exhibit an extremal property of the .E-mapping / when at least one of p, q is on dD (see Proposition 1) . The extremal property of / when both p, q are interior points is already known in [6] .
Theorem 2 is the infinitesimal version of Theorem 1 when p, q tend to a boundary point. THEOREM 2. Suppose that dD is of class Ck, k > 14. Let p be a fixed point on dD, y/^-iv E Tp(dD), with (v, v(p)) > 0, where v(p) denotes the outward normal to dD at p and (u,w) = Y^f=y ujwj for u,w E C™. Then there exists an E-mapping f': U -> D such that f(l) = p, f'(l) = v. Any other E-mapping g of D with g(l) = p, g'(l) = v differs from f by an automorphism ofU.
If we require the E-mapping / in Theorem 2 to have a special parametrization, then / is uniquely determined by an extremal property (see Proposition 3) . The idea for proving the existence part of Theorem 2 is the same as that of Theorem 1: We employ known results from [6, 7] to obtain a sequence of E-mappings, and then we show that we can extract a subsequence converging to the desired "nondegenerate" E-mapping.
So the uniform ^-Holder estimate used in proving Theorem 1 is also needed in proving Theorem 2, but the situation in this case is more complicated.
When the boundary of D at p is real analytic, by using Vitushkin's partial normal form, we can easily show that the limit is nondegenerate; for the general case, we construct a family of domains which are small perturbations of a real analytic domain. We then prove the existence of E-mappings under small perturbations to conclude the proof of Theorem 2. It is here that we need dD E Ck, k > 14. The Vitushkin's normal form for a real analytic strongly pseudoconvex hypersurface is a variant of Chern-Moser's normal form (cf. Vitushkin [10] or Chang-Lee-Wang [1] ).
As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, we have the following: THEOREM 3. Suppose that dD E Ck, k > 14, and there is a continuous map $: dD x D -+ Bn where Bn = {z E C"| |z| < 1}. For p E dD fixed, the map <3>(p, •):£>-► Bn is a homeomorphism and Ck~5 in D\{p}. In fact, $ E Ck~5(dD x D\{diagonal of dD x dD}).
When dD E Ck, k > 3, the boundary curves of the E-mappings are biholomorphic invariants of D. When dD is real analytic, their boundary curves, in general, are different from the Chern-Moser chains (see [1] ). Indeed, the chains are determined locally while the E-mappings are not. When D is not strongly pseudoconvex, the boundary regularity of an E-mapping is still not clear (cf. Poletskii [8] and Suzuki [9] ). PLAN OF THE PAPER. §1 includes some definitions and previous results from [6, 7] , as well as the proof of the uniqueness part of Theorem 2 and extremal properties of E-mappings.
§2 consists of the Holder estimate for E-mappings and the proof of the existence part of Theorem 1. In §3 we prove the existence part of Theorem 2 while the proof of the existence of E-mappings under small perturbation of domains is detained till §4. Theorem 3 is proved in §5.
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1. Definitions, extremal properties and the uniqueness part of Theorem 2. A domain D in Cn is said to be linearly convex if through any boundary point p of D there passes a complex hyperplane that is disjoint from D. A domain D in C" is called strictly linearly convex if it has a C2 boundary and it remains linearly convex under small G2 perturbation.
If p is a defining function of a strictly linearly convex domain D and p E dD then n n J2 P', Z* W VJ '°k> J2 P*Jz" (p) VlVk J,fc=l j,k=l for every v in the complex tangent space of Tp(dD).
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For the rest of this paper D will denote a bounded strictly linearly convex domain in C". Suppose that dD ECk, fc > 3. According to [6, 7] , for an E-mapping / of D there exists a Ck~2 map / from U into C", holomorphic in U and m\ev = fffrW/fc)), where p(c) is a Ck~2 function from dD into R+ and u(f(c)) denotes the outward normal to dD at /(c). In particular, we can choose p(c) = (c/'(c),P(/(c)))_1 and we have (/'(c), /(f)) = 1 which we will always assume.
A subset R of D is called a holomorphic retract of D if there exists a holomorphic map r from D into R such that r(z) = z for z E R. It is known (see [7] ) that complex one-dimensional retracts of D are exactly the images of E-mappings of D. Thus if / is an E-mapping of D we can find a map F: D -» U holomorphic in D such that F o f = idfj. The map F will be called the left inverse of /. LEMMA 1. Assume that f:U-*Dis holomorphic in U, G1 in U. If, for some 6>o E R, f(eie) EdD forOER near 90 then (1) (f'(el6o),el8ov(f(eieo))) > 0.
PROOF. Inequality (1) is obvious if dD is strictly convex near f(eie°). The lemma follows by noting that the product on the left-hand side of (1) is invariant under local biholomorphism in a neighborhood of f(el0°).
REMARK 1. Lemma 1 shows that the assumption in Theorem 2 is necessary.
The following Lemmas 2, 3 appeared in Lempert [7] . Here we give different proofs and use them to prove Proposition 1 concerning the extremal properties. PROOF. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2 except that we multiply Re(c -<p(e))f > 0 by c2/(c -l)2(c + l)2 which is negative on dD\{c = ±1}. □ Using Lemmas 2, 3 we can prove the uniqueness part of Theorem 1. Since it has already been done in [7] we will not repeat it here. The next lemma concerns the relation between F and / of an E-mapping / of D. (c) 
Differentiating the above formula with respect to Zj, we obtain 
The equality holds if and only if f = g. REMARK 2 . Without loss of generality we may assume in (2)' that
This can be achieved by composing g with an automorphism of U. Thus (2)' will be of the same form as (2) . The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the uniqueness part of Theorem 2. 
then there is an M E Aut(ff) such that for G = goM we have G(l) = p, G"(l) = v and(f"(l),9(p)) = (G"(l),y(p)).
PROOF. Since the equality (f"(l), i>(p)) = (G"(l),P(p)) is invariant under local biholomorphisms in a neighborhood of p, we may assume that dD at p is strongly convex at p (i.e., the real Hessian of dD at p is positive definite). Claim:
In fact, by the convexity of dD at p, we have
where V C V is a neighborhood of 1 in C such that f(dU ("I V) and g(dU f) V)
are contained in a neighborhood of p in dD where it is strongly convex. So
Re((ff(f) -/(?))/(? -1)2> £*(/(£))> > 0 for c e 3£f n V".
As c -► 1 we obtain
Exchanging / and g we also obtain
Re(/"(l)-,r"(l),P(p))>0.
From these two inequalities we obtain (3).
It is easy to see that for such a, 2a/(l -a) ranges over all purely imaginary numbers.
Since f/(l) = v and (v,is(p)) > 0, together with (3), we can find an a EU such that
From the computations in the proof of Lemma 6 we have PROPOSITION 2. Let dD E Ck, k > 2. Suppose that f,g: U -> D are holomorphic in U, C2 on U, f(l) = g(l) = p E dD and f'(l) = g'(l) = v. Then we can find My,M2 E Aut(ff) such that for F = f o My, G = g o M2 we have F(l) = G(l) = p, F'(l) = G'(l) = v and Im(E"(l),P(p)) = Im(G"(l),P(p)) = 0. Also if there is a neighborhood V of 1 in C such that f(dU fl V) C dD, then we have(F"(l),v(p))<(G"(l),9(p)). Re
But we also have
As we have shown that /(l) = g(l) and /'(l) = g'(l), the above two inequalities can not hold simultaneously. This completes the proof. D The above proof and Proposition 2 show the following:
With the same assumptions as in Theorem 2, let f be the E-mapping of D such that f(l) = p, f'(l) = v and Im(/"(l),P(p)) = 0. Let g be an analytic disc from U into D, G3 on U with g(l) = p, g'(l) = v and lm(g"(l),9(p)) =0. If g is not an E-mapping then we have either
and Re(f'"(l),9(p))>Re(g'"(l),9(p)). Existence part of Theorem 1. When both p, q are in D Lempert [7] has proved the existence of an E-mapping / passing through them. We shall use his result to prove the case when both p, q are on dD; the case p E dD, q E D can be proved similarly.
Let {pj}, {qj} be two sequences of points in D such that pj -* p, qj -> q as j -» oo. From [7] , there is for each j an E-mapping fj of D passing through Pj, qj. Since d(fj) > ]pj -qj], we may assume that there is a positive constant C such that d(fj) > C for every j. Reparametrizing f3 and by virtue of Proposition 4 we may assume that {fj(0)} is contained in a compact subset K in D. Thus by Propositions 8, 10 of [7] both {fj} and {fj} satisfy a uniform ^-Holder estimate on U. Standard normal family argument then shows that there is a subsequence of {fj} ({fj} resp.) that converges uniformly to a map /n (fo resp.) holomorphic in U and ^-Holder continuous on U. It is easy to see, by Theorem 2 of [7] , that /0 is an E-mapping of D. Obviously /o passes through p and q. D 3. Existence part of Theorem 2. Let p be a boundary point of D, y/^lv E Tp(dD) with (v, 9(p)) > 0. To prove the existence of an E-mapping with given p, v we first use Vitushkin's normal form to write dD near p in a form more convenient to analyze. In fact, it suffices to use the partial normal form which does not require the trace conditions for the normal form. PROOF. When fc = w (6) is nothing but the partial normal form of Vitushkin. We prove the case fc < oo; the case fc = oo follows easily. Suppose that, in a neighborhood of p, M is defined by the Ck function p(z) = 0. We may assume that p is the origin in Cn. Taylor's formula at p gives real analytic for all a, j3. Since r(z) = 0(\z\k) the biholomorphic map <p sends {z]p(z) = 0} in a neighborhood V of (0,..., 0) to the form (6). □
The next proposition concerning the perturbation of domains is needed in proving both Theorems 2, 3. Since its proof is long and parallel to Proposition 10 of [6] we postpone its proof till the next section. PROPOSITION 5. Let Dt, t E [0,1], be a family of bounded strictly linearly convex domains with Ck boundaries, which is Ck dependent on t, k > 6. Assume that there is a fixed point p E dDt for all t E [0,1], and both the tangent spaces Tp(dDt) and the complex Hessians Ht(p) of dDt at p are independent oftE [0,1]. If for a given iv E Tp(dDt) there exists an E-mapping fo of Do such that /o(l) = P, fb(l) = v and lm(fo(l),9(p)) = 0, then there is a to E (0,1] such that for each t E ]0,to] there is an E-mapping ft of Dt satisfying ft(l) = p, fi(I) = v and lm(f't'(l),9(p)) = 0. The map t -► ft is of class Ck~4.
Assuming this proposition we prove the Existence part of Theorem 2. Using Lemma 9 we write dD near p in the form (6) . When fc = oo we take N >U for R(z). Let ip(x) E G^°(R) with 0 < V < 1 and nX) \0 ii\x\>e/2, where e is chosen so that (i) the function A(z) and R(z) in (6) By means of Proposition 4 we can reparametrize fj, denoted again by fj, such that fj(0) is contained in a compact subset of D for all j = 1,2,_We then argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 that a subsequence of {/,} converges to a nondegenerate E-mapping g of D. It is easy to check that g passes through p and its derivative at p is a multiple of v. Now composing g with a rotation of U we may assume that g(l) = p. Then g'(l) is a positive multiple of v. By composing g with an automorphism of U we obtain the desired E-mapping. normal to dDt at p. Since only a neighborhood V of fo(U) is concerned we may assume that we are dealing in a coordinate given by the above Proposition (cf.
Remark 3). It follows that for t small the map dDtnV3z^(z,^,...,^)EC2\
is well defined. Let Mt be the image of dDt D V under this map. Since Dt is strongly pseudoconvex, we see that for t and V small enough {Mt} is a Ck~1 family of totally real submanifolds of C2™-1, diffeomorphic to dU x R2n~2. Let Ft be a Ck~1 diffeomorphism from Mt to M0, Ck~1 with respect to t.
For w E C2"-1, denote by wa the first n components of w and by Wd the last n -1 components oiw. It suffices to find a continuous family of |-Holder continuous maps {gt} from U into C2n_1, holomorphic in U such that (8) 90 = f* = (f0,f2/fl,...Jn/fl),
where / = (fy,-■ ■ ,fn) is the holomorphic map corresponding to the E-mapping fo, and (9) gt(dU) C Mt.
Then {(gt)a} is the desired family of E-mappings as shown in [6] .
Let X, Y be Banach spaces defined by
For a map h: R -» X or Y we write h = ht = dh/dt and for a map ^iT: C2n_1 -► C2m we write H' = dH/dw, H' = dH/dw where w E C2""1.
Let Ti,... ,T2n-y be everywhere linearly independent Ck~l vector fields on MoSince Mo is totally real, Ty,... ,T2n^y are linearly independent over C. It follows that the matrix T E C2n_1 X C2n_1 with Tj, j = 1,..., 2n -1, as column vectors is invertible.
For a map gt satisfying (8), (9), gt]ou can be considered as an element of X (in fact gt E CXI2(U) implies that gt E Ck~2(U), see [6, §5] Since we are looking for gt with (gt)a(l) = p, (g't)a(l) = v andlm((g't')a(l),9(p)) = 0 for t small, we must have (gt)a{I) -0 and (g't)a(l) = 0 for t small. On the other hand, vl(p) and Ht(p) are, by assumption, independent of t. We therefore have that gt(l) = 0 and gt(l) = 0. From these remarks and the fact that c(c -1)~2 is real for c E dU\{l} we obtain from (11), (12)
where (3(t,gt) = -Imf?_1(i,r/)o(c -l)~2B(t,gt). Fix (t,x), complete iP(t,x) to a map "f(t,x) holomorphic in U such that Re^(t,x)(l) = 0 and lm~i(t,x)(c) = (3(t,x)(c), c E dU. By the result on Hilbert transforms we know that 7 is of class Ck~5 in a neighborhood of (0, /*) in R x X. Hence (13) can be written in the form (14) H'\t, gt)Ec(c -iy2gt = 7(i, gt) + u(t),
where u: R -► R2n_1 is to be determined by the next lemma which will be proved at the end of this section.
LEMMA 10. For fo E U, (t,x) fixed we define the maps
Then for (t, x) close to (0, /») the following system of equations
has a unique solution u.
With this u we solve the ordinary differential equations (16) (gt = ((-l)2r1E-1H(t,gi)(n(t,gt)+u{t,gt)), \ 9o -f* such that (gt)a = ft is a family of E-mappings from U into Dt with ft(l) = P, f't(l) = v and Im(/t"(l),P(p)) = 0. Note that the right-hand side of the first equation in (16) does not involve <?'(1), g"(l) any more and is Ck~5 with respect to (t,x), holomorphic with respect to c E U. Hence (16) has the unique Ck~4 solution gt such that for ft = (gt)a we have ft(l) = p, //(l) = v and Im(//'(l),P(p)) = 0.
It follows that Im(/"(l),p(p)) is a constant independent of t. But when t = 0 it equals 0 by assumption. This concludes the proof. □ PROOF OF LEMMA 10. The proof goes under the same assumptions as that of Proposition 5. We claim:
(i) for any fo € U, ipa(<;o) is one-one and its image is transversal to v(p); (ii) for any c0 E U, the kernel of Vd(?o) is one dimensional and if u / 0 is such that t/>d(fo)« = 0, then Va(to)« = (si,...,sn), sy <£ R.
The proof of (i) can be found in [6, p. 454] . In fact, it is also proved that if H(t,x)(c0)u = (sy,...,sn,0,...,0) then s\ cannot be real. It remains to prove the first part of (ii). Suppose uy, u2 are two independent vectors in R2n_1 such that ipd(<o)ui = ^d(fo)w2 = 0. We can easily construct from uy and u2 a vector u ^ 0 such that ipd{$o)u = 0 and i>a(co)u = (ty,...,t") with ty E R. This contradicts the second part of (ii).
It then follows from the above that if 0 ^ u E R2n_1 is such that H(t, x)(c0)u = (sy,...,s2n-y), sy E R, we must have (s2,...,s") ^ 0 and (sn+y,... ,s2n-i) ^ 0. Also, if we let W = {u E R2n_1| the first component (i/>a(?o)«)i oltpa(co)u is real}, it is easy to see from the proof of (i), (ii) that Vd(?o) is 1-1 on W and tpd($o)rV = d(fo)R2n_1-Therefore W is of real (2n -2) dimension and so is the space of the solutions of the second equation of (15). On the other hand, the solutions to the first equation of (15) are of real one dimension and can be expressed as u = v + sw where seR and v, w are fixed vectors in R2n_1 satisfying ipd(0)w = 0 and (ipa(0)v)y E R; note that this expression is unique once v, w are fixed. From (ii), it follows that ipa(0)w £ R. By explicit calculations, when D = Bn, g(c) = (c,0,... ,0),H(0,g)(c) is a constant matrix independent of c € U (see [6, p. 453] ). Therefore in this case, a(0)w ^ R implies that ipa(l)w £ R. For general D, by Remark 3 which we have already applied at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 5, the coordinate we choose in a neighborhood of /o can be made as close to the ball as we want. Hence the first row of ff(0,/») is a small perturbation of the first row of H(0,g) (cf. [6, p. 454]) and we have rpa(l)w £ R also. For (t, x) close enough to (0, /»), by the continuity of H, the same assertion also holds. Hence, we can choose a unique s E R such that u = v + sw is the solution to the second equation of (15). Therefore (15) can be solved uniquely for (t,x) close to (0,/»). □ REMARK 4. With the help of Theorem 2 the conclusion of Proposition 5 can be strengthened to to = 1. It remains to prove the regularity of ft and it with respect to t. We may assume that t is close to 0 and proceed as in the proof of Proposition 5. The difference is that here we require that (gt)a{l) = P and the first component of g't(l) always equals 
